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Abstract— Farmers can easily register or login into our 

system.as it made as easy as possible, also people who want 

can also make use of this application. This application 

reduces time and effort of farmers and helps out the farmers 

to post the daily market price for different fruits and 

vegetables without visiting a market. In our proposed system 

farmer and Seller can interact with each other. The mobile 

application treats farmers as a seller and a buyer. The 

intention behind this paper is to help farmers so they buy or 

sell their agriculture goods and products. The system lets the 

farmers to sell goods at a reasonable price and makes business 

even fair and transparent. Consumers are the opposite side of 

the same coin. This system lets consumer to choose from a 

wide variety of products, select the product as per their 

requirement and also to apply price filters. Location is a one 

of parameter for consumer and producer while selling or 

buying their product it will helps the user to get the product 

nearby their location. The basic objective of the system is to 

consider every one need and full fills their requirement with 

fair and transparent agriculture business. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The main objective of our system is to help to farmer to 

increasing the sale of their products using this application. 

After yielding product farmer has a limited amount of time to 

find out nearest market, current stock details and to determine 

which market will be more profitable for his product the study 

of market situation takes a lot of time. That’s why our 

application is very useful for farmer. There are increasing 

numbers of educated peoples in agriculture field and they 

started using smart phones in rural areas. 

 Farmers are the spine of India. Agriculture 

represents 17.-18% of the GDP (Gross Domestic Product) in 

2017-18 and around half of the workforce. Agriculture is 

geographically the broadest financial segment and assumes a 

huge part of the general financial texture of India. Farmers 

work vigorously all through the session to develop their 

harvests; they confront a lot of issues over the season like 

characteristic disasters, unpredictable rain, and unviability of 

water resources. Farmers need more facility to tackle the 

issues. If they could manage all the issues and produce their 

product the second major issues arise of the price they won’t 

get the market price of their product they face lots of issues 

with price money most of the time they will not get the price 

for their product as per there expectation because of market 

strategy. The framer also manages other than farming like to 

handling the transportation, stockpiling or storage which is 

incorporated into the agribusiness market. These exercises 

are deficient in the economy agricultural business. The 

factors which are demotivating the farmer efforts is 

transportation where the farmer has to bear the transportation 

cost because the marketplace is far away from the farming 

location. It is the main obstacle in the way of effective 

marketing. The farming areas are not connected with the 

marketplace by roads. A lot of agricultural product is wasted 

due to the transport problem. The farmer borrows the money 

from others to buy the seed in the market. Farmers do not use 

the improved seeds and fertilizers so the quality of the 

product is very poor due to which they get low prices in the 

market.  Another major issue with storage, storage facilities 

are required by the producers as well as by the government. 

The farmers need warehouses to preserve and sell their 

product with a suitable time. The government needs a store 

for keeping reserve stocks. Due to lack of storage facilities, a 

lot of product is damaged because of lack of storage facilities. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY: 

The data correspondence innovations are expanding in 

creating nations for the advancement of various individuals, 

for example, educationist, specialists, and agriculturist. The 

ranchers are one of the huge groups in creating nations where 

they have not offices in their general vicinity for increment 

their item and pay. The cell phone is expanding among 

agriculturists yet at the same time, there is whole accessible 

among business, clients, and ranchers. There is a need to 

upgrade diverse task about cell phone advancements where 

agriculturists could get simple access to speak with 

individuals to offer their products in the showcase. The 

administration and other related division ought to likewise 

plan to achieve these ranchers and give the most recent data 

about seed, climate, and market on the time and give a great 

cost of their item. The share of specialized markets like fruits 

and vegetables in total regulated market is low. 

III. OBJECTIVE: 

 The main objective of this application is to increasing a 

sell of farmer products. 

 To formulate farming system. Model involving main and 

allied enterprises for different farming situations. 

 To access markets and good prices. 

 To access services. 

 To learn and access knowledge and information. 

 To converse the environment. 

IV. EXISTING SYSTEM: 
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V. PROPOSED SYSTEM: 

Deals are done manually with basically no common platform 

and less connectivity between the farmers and the food 

processing industry the current systems deprives farmers of 

being the principal decision maker. The Food processing 

industry employs people (middlemen) who search for the raw 

material needed. This Process needs a lot of manpower and 

time; this can lead to human-induced errors. Digital 

Involvement is very less in the traditional system. 

 Modern industrial food productions advantages over 

prior methods depend largely on modern, cheap, fast 

transport and limited product variability. But transport cost 

and delays cannot be eliminated. 

 

A. Mathematical Modeling: 

Let S be the system and it consists of the following: 

 S={I,P,O} 

 Where, 

 I=Input 

 P=Process 

 O=Output 

 O=O1,O2,…..,On 

 Su=Success Cases 

 In the success case, buyer can interact with farmer 

successfully and can communicate each other. 

 Fc=Failure Condition fail to buyer cant get their expected 

product 

 Problem is Solvable, it is NP complete. 

B. Advantages: 

 Digital Platform: It provide digital platform to farmer 

and seller to interact with each other. 

 Stimulate local economies. 

 Increase access to fresh, nutritious. 

 Promote sustain abilities. 

C. Disadvantages: 

 Need to provide proper training for using app. 

VI. RESULT AND DISCUSSION: 

Farmer has to go market and sell their agricultural product to 

merchant so farmer does not get estimate price of their 

product, so in this project we will make digital platform for 

farmers. 

VII. CONCLUSION: 

This system will help farmers and user to get the better return. 

It protects the interest of both consumers and producers. This 

application is a single window where all the agriculture 

farmers and user will come together and get their product 

with comparative prices. The present agricultural marking is 

unorganized, so this app can streamline the agriculture 

business with fare marketing; Farmers are facing many 

problems to sell their products this app will help the farmers 

to sell their product in an easy way and will get good prices 

of their product. The app would distribute the trader’s margin 

between farmers and sellers. The communication gap 

between farmers and seller will be reduced by the app as it 

will provide a platform for farmers to sell their goods at an 

affordable price and negligible loss. The marketplace is the 

main communication link between farmers and the seller. 

They acquire various taxes and transportation money from 

both the sides hence marketplace charges much higher rates. 

This system will help the farmers to compare the price with 

the market and sell according to it. This system will be having 

a location tracker which will help the consumer to find the 

nearest farmer to him; this will save his time and money too. 
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